Northeast Easements
All lots in the Northeast Addition were granted non-exclusive appurtenant easements for runway
access and use. Below are examples of these easements and how the verbiage evolved.
1. Warranty Deed AVDCO to Stock, lot in Aero Valley Estates, 871/679, 1/17/1978. This is the
first deed to a lot in the new Northeast Addition. It was granted shortly after the AVDCO
restrictions were executed on January 13, 1977 but they were not yet recorded. Thus, the
deed makes no reference to restrictions.

2. Warranty Deed AVDCO to Sitta, Aero Valley Estates Lot, 909/651, July 6, 1978. This deed
includes a plat of the runway-taxiway tracts as easements.

See image on next page.
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3.
Warranty Deed AVDCO to Hyde-Way, Inc., Northeast Addition 4.537 acres, 1002/633,
2/22/1980. Hyde’s first acquisition of airport property. This tract is part of an 8.598-acre tract
intended for T-hangars. Includes the first recording of the restrictions designed for T-hangars.

After they were built, Hyde conveyed these T-hangars with the easements and restrictions intact
until he acquired airport common areas in 1982. After that Hyde tried to impose his license and
restrictions on lots he knew were already restricted and had runway access easements.
The easement language later evolved to include the word “obligation” as in “together with the
right and obligation of improving ….” Although nice to see, this addition has no effect on the
common-law duty to contribute to the maintenance of common areas. Stan Price was one of the
first to see this minor modification.
4. Warranty Deed, AVDCO to Price, NE lots, 1026/675, 7/23/1980. Price had purchased this
acreage before AVDCO had recorded the deed restrictions on it. To ensure that this land was
subject to the restrictions, Price conveyed the property back to AVDCO, AVDCO recorded
the restrictions, and conveyed the property back to Price. This time the deed included both
the word “obligation” and subject to restrictions of record. The four tracts of land described
in Exhibit “B” are on the next page. This is the final evolution of the easement language.
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Four Easement Tracts
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